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1) OpeningGood morning.  My name is Holly Demé and I am the Program Manager for ASSIST and a former transfer student. Joining me today is Ryan Novero, one of the ASSIST Articulation Specialists. It is such a pleasure to be with you here today.  We’d like to start by looking at what will be the new ASSIST.org website when the new system becomes available and then we can provide some information about the use and exchange of data in ASSIST Next Gen. Since it is likely to be in your mind throughout the presentation, and since it is one of the most commonly asked questions right now, let’s take a moment to talk about when the new system might be available.  The timeline originally had us rolling the new system out to colleges and universities in late January/early February for back system work and then making it available to the public in June. Right now we are in conversations with the vendor about adjusting that timeline, so I can’t tell you precisely today.  We will put out a revised timeline and post it to the current ASSIST website as soon as possible.   



What is ASSIST? 

• Online student-transfer information system 

• Official repository of  articulation 

• Accurate and up-to-date information 

• ASSIST leadership 

• ASSIST Coordination Site 
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2) While most of you are probably very familiar with ASSIST, in case we have any new folks, I want to do a quick ASSIST overview.  The purpose of ASSIST is to help **facilitate student transfer from a California Community College to either the California State University or University of California systems by providing accurate course articulation information. ASSIST displays how course credits earned at one public California college or university can be applied when transferred to another. **It is the official online repository of articulation for California’s public colleges and universities and provides the **most accurate and up-to-date information about student transfer in California. While originally funded by the California State Legislature, today ASSIST is **overseen by the intersegmental Executive Management Oversight Committee (EMOC), advised by the Technical Advisory Committee and funded by the CCC, UC, and CSU systems.  **The ASSIST Coordination Site, or ACS, operates from Irvine, California, but many of our staff are working from various locations in order to support public institutions statewide.  



Why a New System? 

• Last updated in the 1990s 

• Updated and intuitive ASSIST website 

• Improved design with enhanced features 

• Improved data services  

• Robust reporting system 
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3)  So why a new system? At the time that the current version of ASSIST was created, it met the needs of the California public postsecondary systems. However, **the last significant system update took place in the 1990s and technology capabilities have improved dramatically.  The Next Generation of ASSIST brings an **updated, intuitive design with an **easily searchable database and enhanced features.In addition, **improved data services will allow for a more efficient downstream of data for student planning tools, degree audit systems, and a more **robust reporting system which is just starting development.   Although we are about to enter the third and final phase of development.  There is still much to come including C-ID, web services, (DegreeWorks, Ed Planning Tools), Curriculum System Interfaces (CurricUNET, local systems, etc), data extracts in support of legacy users, phase 3 module updates based on development calls and greater community input.We appreciate the importance of your role in the transfer process and we understand that ASSIST is a critical tool. We have set aside several spots in the demonstration where we will pause to see if there are any questions but please don’t let that stop you from raising a hand along the way. We do want to mention that we are still in a development phase.  The colors on the pages, some of the formatting, and final enhancements have not yet been completed.  Let’s begin today with a home page comparison from current to new.  
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4) Intro Page of Legacy ASSISTThe current Welcome to ASSIST page is somewhat dated in appearance and contains a lengthy menu bar on the left. From this page you have the option to Explore Transfer Information with a drop down list of institutions, or click to Explore Majors. 
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5) Intro Page of ASSIST Next GenerationThe new Welcome to ASSIST page incorporates the features previously available, in a modernized format.  When the new system rolls out, the picture you see above will be replaced with a rotation of photos taken from community college, CSU, and UC campuses across the State of California.  **There is a link to provide background information for those who are new to using ASSIST as well as helpful information at the **bottom of the page including, FAQs, tutorials, and a link to contact us directly.  Users will have the same functional options of either looking at transfer information or exploring majors.
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6) Exploring Transfer InformationWe will first take a look at entering the system through the Transfer Information portal by selecting City College of San Francisco from the institution drop down menu.�
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7) Transfer InformationWith a reimagined layout, the Transfer Information and Explore Majors areas of ASSIST Next Gen are provided as tabs that can be switched between at any point. Unlike the current ASSIST system, no screen refresh is required!  Using the Explore Majors tab will display the same information as you can see when you come in to Explore Majors directly from the home page. Finally we also have a new third option– to Compare Courses by Major – which we are excited to share with you in just a few minutes.�**Aside from academic year and institution, you can select to view agreements with other institutions or courses available for transfer specific to the college you first selected – in this case City College of San Francisco.  ��**We will start by looking at agreements with others institutions which is the default selection on this page.�
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8) Transfer Info tab – viewing an agreement by majorOnce you select an institution for transfer, you can choose a major of interest.  What you see on the screen now shows the selection of University of California, Davis and the Biological Sciences B.S. major.��While the default on this page is to view agreements by major, **users can also use the drop down menu to view agreements by Department or Prefix as well as look at transferability information such as  GE Areas, IGETC, UC transferability and Eligibility.  We know you are really looking forward to seeing how transferability lists appear in Next Gen.  We will actually take you to the live test site when we look at the courses available transfer area a few slides from now. 
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9) Transfer Info tab – Agreement by Major Preview�To see the agreement for the Biological Sciences major, we would simply click on “View” which opens the full agreement in a **pop up window.The agreement is formatted to optimally display the way courses are grouped within the articulation.�  In addition the 4yr AOs will have a rich text editor to be able to provide information in a way which can capture the attention of students and provide the same critical admission and major specific details. 
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10) CCSF and UCD Biological Sciences BS. Screen shot 1�Let’s revisit what this agreement looks like in the current ASSIST site.  TOP AGREEMENT. �
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11) CCSF and UCD Biological Systems Engineering BS. (Screen shot 2)BOTTOM OF AGREEMENT
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12) Transfer Info tab – Agreement by Major�And in returning to ASSIST Next Gen, you can see the same information but in a format that provides more clarity with arrows to show the articulation relationship and a better structure for displaying courses grouped with the word “and” or the word “or.”**You can also click on the “+” symbol to enlarge the agreement **view. 
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13) Transfer Info tab – agreement by major – pinboard previewIn returning to our Agreement by Major page, we get to see a new feature.  In addition to clicking “view”, you will have the opportunity to **pin an agreement to a pinboard. This function is sort of like adding something to your major or transferability shopping cart.  You can find agreements or transferability lists that interest you and set them aside for safekeeping while you continue your search.  ��**Pinning a course to the pinboard causes a “pinboard” link to become available at the bottom right of the screen.  This board will store all agreements or lists that a user has found during a session of interest.  The number of items on the pinboard will update as the user browses within the same session.  �**Clicking the pinboard shows the items selected. You have the option from the pinboard to download the agreement or transferability list in a variety of formats** (including as a word document, spreadsheet, or PDF), or returning to the pinboard** view the agreement or list, or remove it when you no longer want it pinned to your board.  The agreements or lists are only saved on this board during your active session.  If you were to leave the site and come back later they would not be stored. 
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14) Transfer Info tab – Courses available for transferNow let’s switch gears and take a look at the Courses Available for Transfer Area which is where you are likely to spend much of your ASSIST time. At this point, we are going to shift away from PowerPoint and go live into our test site **(alt+tab to web browser if Internet access is available). What this means is that not every feature has received its final polish. So, please excuse any rough edges. From this page, you can select to view transferable course information specific to the institution you select at the top of the page including:CSU Transferable Courses, UC Transferable Courses, UC Transfer Admission Eligible Courses, IGETC (Intersegmental General Education Transfer Curriculum), CSU GE, & CSU American Institutions courses.Selecting any one of these transferable course lists will provide you with a selection of courses organized by prefix or department so that you can narrow down your selection. ** In this example, we will click on “CSU Transferable Courses at City College of San Francisco.” You could then look through the various agreements as sorted by a category of your choice. ** Here, we are choosing to look at the lists by prefix.  Although you currently only see the prefix itself right now, when Next Gen becomes available to the public, the long name will also be listed. At this point, you can scroll through the prefixes or use the search box to key in the prefix you’re searching for.  **In this case, we’ll search for “BIO.” **As with the agreements page, you will have the option to view or pin to your board.  When we click on **view here, you can see we are given a list of CSU Transferable BIO courses at City College of San Francisco along with some pertinent information like units and any “Same As” courses.We’d like to show you two more examples.  **This time we’ll chose the CSUGE Approved courses list. In the example on the screen, we’ve chosen to view courses at City College of San Francisco that satisfy at least one CSUGE area. If we wanted to look at a specific area, we could do that by clicking “View” next to the desired area. **Here’s what the report looks like.Similarly, **here’s a look at the IGETC approved courses list. Again, we can choose to look at courses that satisfy a specific IGETC area or just like the previous example, we can choose to view all courses that satisfy at least one of the IGETC areas. **Here’s a snippet of the report that shows all courses satisfying at least one IGETC area.For comparative purposes, here’s what each of those three reports looks like currently: (**, **, **)Before we show you how easy it is to switch to Exploring Majors, are there any questions about anything we’ve shown so far?
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15) Explore Majors tab**(return to PPT) Returning to our PowerPoint, when we began this presentation, we showed you the new ASSIST.org homepage and noted that users could enter the website through two portals. One of the options was to view transfer information which is where we started.  The other option was to Explore Majors.  Rather than return to the home screen and go back into ASSIST through the Explore Majors portal, we can simply click on the Explore Majors tab at the top of this page at any time.�
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16) Legacy screen shot of explore majors (screen shot 1)Before we go any further in Next Gen, let’s take a look at the legacy ASSIST Explore Majors area: In the current ASSIST site, the Exploring Majors area can be searched by Major beginning with an Area of Study or by all majors by system (UC, CSU, or CCC).
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17) Legacy screen shot of explore majors (screen shot 2)For example, by selecting the CSU Link, then CSU Chico, a long list of all majors at the university generates.�
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18) Explore Majors tab – by disciplineReturning to ASSIST Next Gen, you have the option of exploring majors by discipline, keyword, or by Institution.  For this example, we will explore by discipline and select Biological Sciences from the discipline drop down menu.The full list of majors and their institutions appear in the left side of the main display.�Unlike the current ASSIST Explore Majors, the Next Gen Explore Majors display has more space between each school and major making it easier to read. **Clicking on the information emblem (“i” con) will allow you to view the general university major information that you find on today’s ASSIST, **including a description of the major, a link to the major, and recommendations regarding the use of CSUGE and/or IGETC for that major.
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19) Explore Majors by KeywordYou can also to choose to Explore Majors by Keyword. If we were to type in “B-I-O-L” ASSIST would return a list of all majors which include that term.  �
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20) Explore Majors tab – by institutionFinally, you can also choose to Explore Majors by institution. **Clicking on the “Institution” tab within Explore Majors brings up this map. Each of the points on the map represents one of the 4-year public institutions in California.  **Hovering over a point will show you the name of the institution and clicking on one of them will bring you to a list of majors offered at that campus.  Also, you can filter the map to show only CSU or UC campuses by selecting or deselecting the appropriate boxes at the top of the screen.  **Whether you have selected a discipline, searched by a keyword or phrase, or clicked on an institution, once you’ve selected a major with its related four year university, you can choose to select from all community colleges, or to view colleges within a specific distance from a zip code.  This method uses actual distance based on google mapping service.  **From this screen we can then view the major agreement or focus on institution transferability.  Since we selected a UC for this example, the options presented include transferability information specific to the UC system as well as IGETC.  Had we chosen a CSU institution, the choices presented would have reflected transferability lists appropriate for that system.  As shown previously, you have the same options to **pin to board or preview the list.We’ve reached another good stopping point. Are there any questions about the Explore Majors section?



Scenario 1: 
Attended several community 
colleges, interested in a 
single CSU or UC 

Community 
College 1 

Community 
College 2 

Single 4-year 
university, CSU 

or UC 

Community 
College 3 

Single 
Community 

College 

CSU Option 1 

CSU Option 2 

UC Option 1 

Scenario 2: 
Attended one community 
college, interested in 
several CSUs or UCs 
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21) Compare Courses by Major tabMoving on to the compare courses by major tab, we can show you this new feature which allows for a comparison of course articulation across a major at different institutions. You have two options to select from on this page:**Compare how a four-year university’s lower division curriculum may be satisfied by courses at multiple CCCs ---or---**Compare how courses from a single CCC may satisfy lower division curriculum at multiple four-year universities �
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22) Courses by Major tab – select institutionsLet’s start by looking at how courses taken at several community colleges can satisfy the lower division curriculum at a single four year university. As a local example, you might have a student who has taken courses at Fullerton College, Irvine Valley College and Orange Coast College and is considering transferring to CSU Fullerton. �In our example today, a student is looking to transfer to CSU Chico as a Biological Sciences B.A. major and has taken classes at Allan Hancock College and City College of San Francisco.�
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23) Compare Courses by Major – multiple CCCsThe comparison report search tool shows articulation side by side for each selection made so you can compare how the courses taken at each community college satisfy the major requirements at a single university.  They each have their own scroll bars since there is no relationship straight across between Allan Hancock and City College of San Francisco.  If you had more than two CCCs selected, and at this time there is no limit to how many you can select, you would be able to use the arrows to move between each selection as well as click on a ** link to the official articulation agreement. We will show you more about these features in the next comparison.��**Please take special note of the disclaimer message box which reads: The information provided on this screen is for comparison purposes only and does not represent complete approved articulation. The approved articulation agreement may be accessed by clicking the "document" button to the left of the selection. This disclaimer will appear on any document printed from the course comparison area.  In addition, we have been exploring a way to reinforce this message to students, perhaps through a pop up notice when they select the course comparison tab. We will also include reminders to students that although ASSIST is a great transfer tool, they should always consult their counselor. 
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24) Compare Courses by Major – select institutionsNext, let’s look at comparing how courses from one CCC may satisfy lower division curriculum at multiple four-year universities. As a local example, a student may have only attended Fullerton College and is considering attending either Cal Poly Pomona or UC Irvine. In our example today, the student is attending City College of San Francisco, and is considering a Biological Sciences major at Chico State, UC Merced and UC Davis.
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25) Compare Courses by Major – one CCC to multiple universitiesThe comparison report shows articulation side by side for each selection made, so that you can compare how courses taken at a single CCC can satisfy major requirements at several potential universities. In this view, you have the opportunity to determine which institution might provide the greatest number of courses articulated. As with our previous example, the report does not show the admissions or advising information at the top of the agreement but a link to the official articulation agreement is provided along with the disclaimer.  
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26) Compare Courses by Major – one CCC to multiple universitiesAs we saw in the previous comparison, selecting from the dropdown menu or using the navigation arrows will allow you to scroll through and compare more than two universities.  Printing will also be possible from this page.This bring us to another good stopping point.  Do you have any questions about the new Compare Courses by Major feature?



ASSIST-ing  
Students 
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27) In addition to seeking input from the articulation community, student demonstrations were held this summer to elicit their feedback on the Next Generation of ASSIST. They provided valuable input which included suggestions for improving graphic presentation, user instructions, and a wish list of formatting of agreements. Students let us know that the site seemed “super user friendly!” and had a more welcoming appearance. They liked not having to switch back and forth to explore majors, were looking forward to pinning to their board, and were excited for the ease of comparing courses by major. 



System  
Training  
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28) We want to reassure you that we will provide training in person, by webinar, and with a variety of tools and ongoing support before you need to use ASSIST Next Gen. We hope you are excited to use this new version of the public side of ASSIST. We now welcome your comments and questions before we move on to data in ASSIST Next Gen.



Data in ASSIST Next Gen 
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We know many of you may have an interest in how the new ASSIST website  will affect users of ASSIST data so we’re happy to share what we know so far.In Legacy ASSIST, a significant part of the information was conveyed with the use of text. In Next Gen, an emphasis is being placed on replacing text values with data values which can add value to downstream systems.  The plan is to provide better data for use by degree audit systems, education planners, and other consumers of ASSIST data.ASSIST Next Gen will allow information to be exported to other systems in a legacy format (as defined in the current legacy data extract specs).  Data that users have access to now will have a comparable counterpart in ASSIST Next Gen.Development of ASSIST Next Gen will also create more robust data sets that may be used as extracts and/or delivered to other systems via web services. The exact format and content of these extracts is still to be determined. We’ve also been in conversations with Degree Works (Ellucian) to develop a web service with their products.There are some things to consider for campuses moving forward:Existing data extracts will still be available in the same format in the futureNewer, more robust data will be available based on data from tables instead of text valuesUltimately, how your campus will use the data from the ASSIST Next Gen will be dependent on individual campus needs, policies and business rules.
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